Buns and Jam

Jam on buns. Yum!
Buns

Jam
I am full!
A lot of milk.

A lot of jam and buns.
Eat it all!
Buns and jam.  

Eggs and ham.
☐ A lot of eggs.
☐ A lot of ham.
☐ Jam on buns.
☐ Jam on milk.

☐ Eggs and ham.
☐ Buns and ham.
I am full!
I eat a bun.

I drink milk.
Now the eggs are not white.
Milk is white.

The eggs are white.
Milk and eggs on face!
Milk in the cup.

Eggs on a plate.
□ Eggs on a cup.
□ Eggs on a plate.
I eat a bun.
I eat eggs.
The eggs are white.
The eggs are not white.
Now we eat.
We fry the eggs.  We get the milk.
Mix them up? Yuck!
Take some eggs.  

Take some jam.
Cut the cake? Yes!
Cut the jam? No!

Cut the milk? No!
☐ Fry the eggs.
☐ Get the milk.
☐ Some eggs.
☐ Some cake.
☐ Mix
☐ Cut